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*4-tool software overclocking utility for gamers providing the best combination of software/hardware overclocking. *VGA
Tweaking with minimum side effects, you can easily reach higher VGA performance. *No need to worry about side effects

after raising or lowering GPU/Shader/Memory frequencies. *Providing a universal solution for all overclocking needs.
*Advanced mode allows users to lower a single parameter as high as possible. *Support up to 3 monitors to display different
information simultaneously. *Extreme volt mode allows users to raise or drop voltage to ‘cause certain side effects’, such as

increase performance and decrease stability. *Access the operating system, BIOS, and more! For detailed information, please
visit: www.gamershud.com Get Gamer HUD Torrent Download and give it a try to see what it's all about! *Game Overload is a

VGA Tweaking Utility Providing the Best Combination of Software/Hardware overclocking. *Game Overload contains the
following 4 tools for Gamer: 1. eXtreme Volt.: You can raise or drop volt. through ‘eXtreme Volt’. Generally speaking, you can

grasp higher O/C capability after raising voltage. However, there are some side effects after raising voltage, please notice
GIGABYTE don’t put any guarantee toward any damage after you raise voltage. 2. Over-clock: You can adjust GPU/

Shader(nVIDIA only)/ Memory Clock to improve VGA card performance. However, it may cause unrecoverable damage,
please notice GIGABYTE don’t put any guarantee toward any damage after you adjust clocks. 3. 2D/ 3D Auto-optimalized:

After turn on this function, graphic card will use lower voltage and GPU/ Shader/ Memory frequency in 2D mode, in order to
save energy. 4. H/W Monitor: Will show GPU/ or CPU usage and temperature. Get Game Overload and give it a try to see what

it's all about! *Game Overload description
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- eXtreme Volt - Over-Clock - 2D/3D Auto-Optimalized - H/W Monitor Features - Displays GPU/ CPU usage - Over-Clock &
Adjust GPU/CPU Settings - Auto-optimized 2D/3D - Auto-changing eXtreme Volt - H/W Monitor - and much more.. Latest
Driver Downloads 1. Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti (584.13) NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti is a new flagship graphics
processing unit from the Pascal architecture family. It introduces the most advanced new graphics technologies, including
NVIDIA Ansel – an exciting new way to capture in 4K, real-time, using just your mobile device, Pascal is the most advanced
gaming GPU ever created, built for the gaming and professional markets. It also introduces NVIDIA’s new NVLink technology,
an innovative interconnect, which can connect up to 8 GPUs together and delivers up to 4X the bandwidth of a traditional PCIe
bus. 2. eXtreme Vision Platinum 16.9.3.1314 eXtreme Vision Platinum is a Windows program that allows you to easily create
or adjust macros using combinations of key presses and mouse movements. The program includes powerful features such as
automatic language detection, click and text replacement, and matching of patterns with buttons. 3. UBCD-to-CDR for Linux-
Geeks Want to know how to use UBCD-to-CDR for Linux? UBCD-to-CDR for Linux can be used to convert a UBCD/VDD to
a CDR/USB image. It is especially useful for those who want to backup their operating systems on DVDs. UBCD-to-CDR for
Linux supports one-time or regular backup. 4. OrgViewer for Windows OrgViewer allows you to browse, read, modify, and
print to your web browser with a simple point-and-click, just as you would in an ordinary web browser. You can either edit text
or images from your default web browser, or the OrgViewer editor. 5. MSI Afterburner v3.0.0.26 MSI Afterburner is a
complete hardware monitoring solution. It can monitor CPU, GPU, memory, temperature, fan speeds, power consumption and
video card performance. The Afterburner 3.0 is an all-new

What's New In?

Gamer HUD is a VGA Tweaking Utility Providing the Best Combination of Software/Hardware overclocking. Gamer HUD
contains the following 4 tools for Gamer: 1. eXtreme Volt.: You can raise or drop volt. through ‘eXtreme Volt’. Generally
speaking, you can grasp higher O/C capability after raising voltage. However, there are some side effects after raising voltage,
please notice GIGABYTE don’t put any guarantee toward any damage after you raise voltage. 2. Over-clock: You can adjust
GPU/ Shader(nVIDIA only)/ Memory Clock to improve VGA card performance. However, it may cause unrecoverable damage,
please notice GIGABYTE don’t put any guarantee toward any damage after you adjust clocks. 3. 2D/ 3D Auto-optimalized:
After turn on this function, graphic card will use lower voltage and GPU/ Shader/ Memory frequency in 2D mode, in order to
save energy. 4. H/W Monitor: Will show GPU/ or CPU usage and temperature. Get Gamer HUD and give it a try to see what it's
all about! Version History: Version 1.1.0 1. Improved UI 2. Additional tools for overclocking Version 1.0.0 1. Release [CODE]
[CODE] [CODE] Last Modified Date: 2014/09/14 How To Use: 1. Click on "Install" to install the software. 2. After
installation, you will see it's installed successfully 3. You may add a shortcut for easy access. License: 1. The use, modification,
distribution, and use of the software is allowed 2. but it is required that the author of the software and gigabyte is agreed 3.
please notice, GIGABYTE don't guarantee any damage if you use our software, 4. we make it to have as much safety and easy
to use as possible 5. we don't take any responsibility for any software that you may damage by using our software. 6. we don't
take any responsibility for your overclocking, if you overclocked your system by using our software. [CODE] Last Modified
Date: 2014/09/14 Author: Last Modified By: Ivan Hui-hong Tung Copyright: Copyright(c) 2014 Ivan Hui-hong Tung Titanium
and non-t
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System Requirements For Gamer HUD:

- English and German language support (voice over) - Supported OS: OS X Lion (10.7) - Supported browser: Firefox 3.6,
Chrome 8 - Supported devices: iOS 4.0 or higher, Android 2.1 or higher - Some components may not be supported by Safari -
Some components may not be supported by Chrome Compatible with web browsers and devices worldwide, The Perks of Being
a Wallflower is a multi-award winning novel by US author Stephen Chbosky, published in 2000 and
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